
ST HUBERTUS HUNTING TOURS 

 

September 2018 

Driven Duck Shooting in Southern-Western Czech 

20-30 Shooters (Enrolment of smaller groups or single is possible) 

500-2000 Ducks per Day 

 

One of the pond in the shooting area 

The Shooting Area  

Mallard Shooting will occur on 26 ponds in an area of South Bohemia very suitable for ducks 

shooting.  A flawless  organization guarantee very gripping shooting days with mallards that fly 

high on ponds  (50-60 mt above the ponds). Rich bags up to 2000 mallards a day are not an 

exception with 20-40 shooters. 

 



 

A shooter in action in September 2016 

 

Prices 

Fixed charges with 1 shooting days and 1 nights with breakfast in Spa Hotel: 130 € per person 

Fixed charges include: 

- Entire organization of the event 

- Czech hunting license and insurance 

-  Work of dogs  

-  Snack-lunch during the shooting 

- Hunting ceremony with price-giving of the best shooter 

-  2 ducks per persons at the end of the shooting  

- DPH (czech VAT: 21 %) 

- 1 night with breakfast in Spa Hotel  (below you find some pictures of the Hotel Spa) 

 

Fixed charges with 1 shooting days and 2 nights with breakfast in Spa Hotel: 180 € per person 

Fixed charges include: 

- Entire organization of the shooting day 

- Czech hunting license and insurance 

-  Work of dogs  

-  Snack-lunch during the shooting 



- Hunting ceremony with price-giving of the best shooter 

-  2 ducks per persons at the end of the shooting  

- DPH (czech VAT: 21 %) 

-  2 nights with breakfast in Spa Hotel: (below you find some pictures of the Hotel Spa) 

 

Fixed charges with 2 shooting days and 3 nights with breakfast in Spa Hotel: 300 € per person 

Fixed charges include: 

- Entire organization of the shooting days 

- Czech hunting license and insurance 

-  Work of dogs  

-  Snack-lunch during the shooting 

- Hunting ceremony with price-giving of the best shooter 

-  2 ducks per persons at the end of the shooting  

- DPH (czech VAT: 21 %) 

- 3 nights with breakfast in Spa Hotel (below you find some pictures of the Hotel Spa) 

 

Fixed charges with 3 shooting days and 4 nights with breakfast in Spa Hotel: 340 € per person 

Fixed charges include: 

- Entire organization of the shooting days 

- Czech hunting license and insurance 

-  Work of dogs  

-  Snack-lunch during the shooting 

- Hunting ceremony with price-giving of the best shooter 

-  2 ducks per persons at the end of the shooting  

- DPH (czech VAT: 21 %) 

- 4 nights with breakfast in Spa Hotel (below you find some pictures of the Hotel Spa) 

 

PRICE FOR DUCKS 

 

Price of each shot duck:  14 € (included VAT)   

 



SOME PICTURES OF THE SHOOTING AREA 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

SOME PICTURES OF THE HOTEL SPA  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 


